KFC ad-  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZMxhggTn6o

G7/9 | G7/9 | C

The cows and the sheep and the birds and the horses were mooing and baaing and

C | G7/9 | G7/9

whistling and neighing having lunch in the sun, while Hugo and I were having

C | C | F

none in the back seat we sat getting thinner, the rumble inside give us

F | C | C | G7/9

Kentucky Fried time for dinner. So dad stopped the car and Hugo said ‘You go’ and

G7/9 | C | C | C

I said ‘no you go’ and soon he was back with a pack and then dad hit the

F | F | E7 | E7

track and we sat in the back feeling better inside.

A...

F | F | G7 | C

drive isn’t funny with an empty tummy, thank goodness for Ken-tuck-y Fried

G7/9 | G7/9 | C | C

(Repeat last 4 bars in jaunty fashion as you fade into the sunset, feeling a little bit nauseous)
KFC ad version 2- only lyrics are different and more realistic

The cows and the sheep and the birds and the horses were mooing and baaiing and
whistling and neighing having lunch in the sun, while Hugo and I were having

none in the back seat was getting thinner, the rumble inside gives us

Kentucky Fried time for dinner. So dad crashed the car and Hugo said ‘You go’ and

I said ‘no you go’ and soon he was back with a pack and then dad hit the track and we sat in the back feeling funny inside.

drive isn’t funny with a rotten tummy, so we threw up our Ken-tuck-y Fried

(Repeat last 4 bars in jaunty fashion as you fade into the sunset, feeling a little bit nauseous)